SO YOU BOUGHT A BOOK YOU DIDN’T LIKE
FULL OF HOPE, YOU SHELLED OUT YOUR HARD-EARNED CASH

FINALLY MY OWN COPY OF VERNON SUBUTEX 1!!!
YOU INVESTED YOUR PRECIOUS TIME

HONEY, YOU PROMISED THE CHILDREN WE'D WATCH SHREK THE HALLS WITH THEM

START WITHOUT ME, I NEED TO FINISH EDITING MY MARGINALIA
YOU CARRIED THE WEIGHT OF PRINTED MATTER TO YOUR STAMPING GROUND.
GLI ADELPHI
Douglas R. Hofstadter
Gödel, Escher, Bach:
Eternal Golden Braid
But ultimately the penny dropped... and a profound loss was felt.

This... does not spark joy!!!
ASPIRATIONS WERE THWARTED

I AM STILL THE SAME FLAWED PERSON!!!
TOMES CONSPIRED TO CARRY OUT CRIMES WITH IMPUNITY

THIS READER HAS KILLED A PERSON!!!

IT WAS MY BOOOOOOK!!!

COULD HAPPEN, IDK
YOU TOOK REFUGE IN DENIAL; SURELY AN ERROR HAD BEEN MADE

WE DISSECTED IT THOROUGHLY - NO MISSING PAGES, MISPRINTS, OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND

THEN WHY? WHY CAN'T I FIGURE IT OUT?!?
THERE MUST’VE BEEN A PLAN, ONE YOU COULDN’T YET DECRYPT
SOMETHING HAD BEEN LOST IN TRANSLATION

YOU WANT ME TO CROSS-REFERENCE 554 PAGES OF JAPANESE WITH 519 PAGES OF ENGLISH? DUDE, USE GOOGLE.

JUST THE IDIOMS, THEN! OR JUST THE COLLOQUIALISMS!!!
BAFFLEMENT BEGAT ANGER AT CONTEMPORARY SCRIBES

WHAT UP FAM TOTES BUSY ON THAT #AUTOBIO #REALINESS #PREORDER
WHAT ABOUT THOSE VENAL PUBLISHING EXECUTIVES

HERE’S TO GOUGING THE ERUDITE, MWAH HA HA HA
These employee recommendations were pure malarkey.

Can't believe I have to shill for this dreck.

This selection will make Flo think I'm cultured.

If I put Moby Dick in my picks, I will have to finally read it.
REVIEW BOARDS WERE OOZING WITH SPAM
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VAGINA: A NEW BIOGRAPHY
THOM WOLF

ATLAS SHRUGGED
AYN RAND

OLD MAN AND THE SEA
HENRY MILLER
YOU SET OUT TO RECOUP YOUR EXPENSES

I'M SORRY, THIS IS NO LONGER SELLABLE
YOU TRIED TO CUT YOUR LOSSES

I CAN ONLY TAKE THIS ONE

I CAN GIVE YOU TWO BUTTONS AND A PEACH PIT

WE BUY EVERYTHING!!!
YOU THOUGHT YOU COULD REPURPOSE WITH IMPUNITY

THIS WAS NOT ON MY WISHLIST!!!

AND WHY DOES IT SMELL LIKE THE BEACH?
OVERCOME WITH SORROW, YOU CUT YOURSELF OFF FROM THE PRINTED WORD
YOU CAST A PALL OF GLOOM OVER ANY LITERARY REVELRY

FOR NEXT WEEK'S BOOK CLUB, WE'RE READING **CUJO**

THE DOG DID IT
YOU BROADCAST YOUR DEJECTION TO THE WORLD

books are bad

literature gr
cancelled ??

12 REASONS I NO LONGER READ

BOOK BURNING IS GOOD, ACTUALLY

The WORST
14K views • 2 hours

Reading the Book
170K views • 3 years

SUBSCRIPTIONS
LeFranc
Mr Movies
SaraZ

SaraZ

You can find my YouTube Channel.
New CC

SaraZ

Just a little Goodbye
ULTIMATELY, YOU ACCEPTED THAT THIS BOOK COULD MAKE SOMEONE ELSE HAPPY
The experience of a beautiful Swede on the professional detachment.

is like a full-body massage from a verge of forgetting his or her

Lower-skilled participants doled out hearts to keep everyone going, like the bystanders who hand out cups of water at a marathon.

I miss the times when like was just a verb

Some sites have deliberately made the experience of reading them for free more difficult in order to bully readers into buying subscription indulgence on your laptop’s fan can

people passing after hours of stillness

There is romance

OR YOU SAVED ONLY THE BEST PARTS
YOU TRANSFORMED IT INTO SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL
WITH RENEWED HOPE, YOU WILL INVEST GUARDEDLY IN NEW TRYSTS
PLAY THE FIELD, DON'T BE AFRAID TO EXPLORE MULTIPLE PROSPECTS
RECONNECT WITH OLD FLAMES
And when you're ready, you will find the one book in the bookstore that will change your life.
@francisfauteuxart